PRELIMINARY AGENDA
NEPOOL Participants Committee
Working Session: Pathways to the Future Grid
May 13, 2021, 9:30 a.m.
To participate in the special Participants Committee Teleconference,
please dial 1-866-803-2146; Passcode 7169224.
To join the WebEx, click this link and enter the event password nepool.
The preliminary list of agenda items for the May 13 working session are as follows:
1. To approve the draft minutes of the April 15, 2021 Participants Committee “Pathways
Study” meeting. A copy of the draft meeting minutes will be circulated under separate
cover.
2. Presentation and continued discussion to help scope and define the ISO’s pathways
analysis, including:


Continued discussions on modeling outstanding design elements of both
frameworks; and



Continued discussions on key modeling inputs and assumptions for both
frameworks.
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ISO-NE and NEPOOL Stakeholders
NESCOE
April 29, 2021
Pathways Analysis Scenario Request

As you know, NESCOE is evaluating many features of various proposed FCEM models and our
responses to questions or analysis suggestions should be viewed in that context. They do not
indicate and should not be interpreted to signal design preferences, or the point of view or
position of NESCOE or any NESCOE Manager.
In general, NESCOE understands the theory that there would be market efficiency benefits from
application of a broad product definition common across all states: a broad eligibility definition
would increase competition and likely achieve lower overall costs. We agree that the base
modeling should reflect such a broad product definition.
As noted, we continue to evaluate the many features of a proposed FCEM design, including the
workability of, and any impediments to, the implementation of a broad product definition. To
help inform our thinking, and possible approaches, we are interested in two proposed scenarios,
FCEM with multiple constraints and a hybrid model. Again, we seek these scenarios to obtain
information to further our understanding, not as design preference.
We explain these scenarios below and would be pleased to talk further about them if helpful.
FCEM with Multiple Constraints
Most state laws have objectives in terms of “renewable energy”, or specific objectives, such as
solar. The assumption for modeling purposes is that these state programs will remain. A CEAC
demand bid for a broad common product definition could result in a purchase of attributes from
resource types that may not meet one or more states legal requirements.
To mitigate this risk, a possible approach is to include a constraint in the FCEM for these
existing state program requirements (similar to a zone in the Forward Capacity Market – or
reserve product constraint in the energy market).
To better understand some of the effects of such a design change, we suggest a scenario where
each requirement stands on its own and there is no relationship between them (incremental
requirements). For example, under this scenario the FCEM would procure products with broad
eligibility and also for renewable1, off-shore wind, and solar photovoltaic (PV) minimum
requirements.
1

This would be defined as On-shore Wind, Hydro, Anaerobic Digestion, Geothermal, Solar Thermal, Ocean
Thermal, Wave, Tidal, Fuel Cell, Anaerobic Digestion. For efficiency reasons, we note the modeling may be
limited to just a certain set of resources.

1

We are open to the specific volume targets; however, they should be large enough to illustrate
the difference between this scenario and the base FCEM case.
Before moving forward with the analysis, we would like to discuss with ISO-NE to better
understand how modeling these constraints in the FCEM would produce different results than
just modeling the FCEM with the existing state programs, as our expectation is that expected
revenues from state programs would impact how resources may offer into the FCEM.
Hybrid Model
In its March 5, 2021 memo to ISO-NE and NEPOOL stakeholders, NESCOE questioned if there
should be a hybrid model.2 As with the previous scenario request, we understand the possible
reduction in economic efficiency resulting from a hybrid model; however, efficiency associated
with a single product is a theoretical and long-run concept.
Under this possible scenario, holding all else equal, a hybrid model would have an FCEM supply
eligibility that is limited to any resource that would qualify as “new” under the current FCM
rules (or cleared in a prior FCEM where it met the prior eligibility) combined with net carbon
pricing set at a level to ensure revenue adequacy for largest existing clean energy resource.3
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See page three question 9 of March 5, 2021 memo to ISO-NE and NEPOOL stakeholders.
We believe this would be the Millstone facility.
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Memorandum
TO:

CHRIS GEISSLER AND DAVE CAVANAUGH

FROM: JASON FROST AND DOUG HURLEY, ON BEHALF OF POWEROPTIONS AND THE NEW HAMPSHIRE OFFICE OF
THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE
DATE: APRIL 29, 2021
RE:

PATHWAYS TO THE FUTURE GRID INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Thank you for presenting initial inputs and assumptions for the Pathways to the Future Grid analysis that
will model and evaluate the Forward Clean Energy Market (FCEM) and Net Carbon Pricing (NCP)
proposals. One difference between these two proposals that impacts end users is the potential for costs
to load from an increase in payments to efficient, moderate emissions fossil fuel powered generation.
Under FCEM, it is likely that only zero emissions resources would be compensated for their ability to
reduce environmental externalities produced by fossil fuel powered generators. Under NCP, by
comparison, compensation occurs indirectly through increased energy prices. Relatively less polluting
fossil fuel powered generators, such as more efficient combined cycle generators, may incur a smaller
carbon price fee (in $/MWh) in many hours than the carbon price incurred by the marginal generator. In
this situation, the more efficient generator would see increased revenue despite not generating any
carbon free energy that the region is seeking. It appears that the increase in revenue would be
proportional to the amount of the carbon price. A higher carbon price would mean more revenue for
more efficient fossil resources.
We would like the analysis to provide outputs that demonstrate the magnitude of this effect. We
request that the analysis quantify the total net incremental payment to fossil fuel resources as a result
of the net carbon pricing proposal. To understand the impact the carbon price has on LMPs and
compensation to each class of resources, we specifically request that the following outputs be produced
as part of the modeling process:





The average impact of the carbon price on energy prices (in $/MWh) based on the emissions
rate of the marginal unit, weighted by
o Zero emissions generation
o Fossil fuel fired generation
o Total generation (excluding imports)
o Total load
Total quantities (in MWh) of zero emissions generation, fossil fuel fired generation, and load
Total carbon price payments charged to all emitting generators that are impacted by the
program (or equivalently, the total amount rebated back to load under the NCP construct)

Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.

Pathways to the Future Grid Inputs and Assumptions
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These key outputs will allow stakeholders to evaluate not only the total cost of the NCP structure, but
also how the total cost to end users is distributed among generation types.
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Pathways to the Future Grid Inputs and Assumptions
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